PLEIADIAN LONDON
LUCIFERIAN ZIONIST MASTERS OF MAMMON
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The Money Changers, Masters of the Mammon have encoded their Great Plan of when their Pleiadian Fallen Angel Lucifer will initiate his New Age or World Order. Their Mammon Temple, the Bank of England is situated in such a way that through Sacred Geometry, it configures the Luciferian Masonic unfinished
temple. This chart has the City of London’s financial center rotated 188 degrees from North for a conceptual perspective. This ’Bank’ Temple is at the heart of the Owl configuration that encompasses the area of the City that is private and not part of England. The All-Seeing Eye of Ra, or Horus, Orion is at the apex of
the Bank building with a 7 street intersection, which corresponds to the their 7 Heavenly Bodies the esoteric and secret sorcery societies use for their sorcery. Based on an encoded Latitude coordinate-Year theory, there is a direct association to the building. The financial collapse will occur sometime in 2015 that will
usher in their new ‘Phoenix’. If the ‘Bank’ that rules the world economies is tied to the Shmita law of returns, then the new Luciferian monetary system will commence based on the law of 7-year debt cycle in 2015. The financial center also has the Pleiadian pyramid complex as depicted in the Cydonia, Mars anomaly
and that is mirrored in numerous sacred places around the globe. There are also 7 prominent towers (skyscrapers) within this district that mirror the Pleiades 7-star constellation. It is evident that the Pleiadian pattern gives a clue of whom these financiers worship as the ‘Master that they seek to lead them’.

